
Faster Core-Set Construtions and Data-Stream Algorithmsin Fixed Dimensions�Timothy M. ChanyJuly 15, 2005AbstratWe speed up previous (1 + ")-fator approximation algorithms for a number of geometrioptimization problems in �xed dimensions: diameter, width, minimum-radius enlosing ylinder,minimum-width enlosing annulus, minimum-width enlosing ylindrial shell, et. Linear timebounds were known before; we further improve the dependene of the \onstants" in terms of ".We next onsider the data-stream model and present new (1 + ")-fator approximation al-gorithms that need only onstant spae for all of the above problems in any �xed dimension.Previously, suh a result was known only for diameter.Both sets of results are obtained using the ore-set framework reently proposed by Agarwal,Har-Peled, and Varadarajan.Keywords: Approximation algorithms; Geometri optimization problems; Data streams1 Introdution1.1 ResultsIn the �rst part of the paper, we present results that lead to faster approximation algorithms forvarious fundamental geometri optimization problems in �xed dimensions, with appliations to shape�tting, omputational metrology, statistial analysis, and other areas. It has already been establishedthat a (1+")-fator approximation for many suh problems an be omputed eÆiently in O(n+1=")time for some onstant  depending on the problem and the dimension. Here, we are interested inobtaining the best time bound, i.e., determining the smallest  possible.The optimization problems involve omputing the objets listed below for a given set of n pointsin IRd, where d is assumed to be a onstant, unless stated otherwise. (Big-oh notation hides fatorsthat depend on d but not ". A model of omputation that supports the oor funtion and squareroots in onstant time is assumed.) We summarize the old and new running times in eah ase.1. The diameter , i.e., the maximum distane over all pairs of points. There are at least two \obvi-ous" approximation algorithms, one running in O(n="(d�1)=2) time [5℄ (by rounding diretions)and one running in O(n + 1="2(d�1)) [9℄ (by rounding points). The author [14℄ has observedthat a ombination of the two yields an O(n+ 1="3(d�1)=2) time bound. He has also given two�This work was supported in part by an NSERC Researh Grant.yShool of Computer Siene, University of Waterloo, Waterloo, ON N2L 3G1, Canada, tmhan�uwaterloo.a1



simple algorithms running in O(n+ 1="d�1=2) time; the time bound an be redued slightly toO((n+ 1="d�5=3) polylog (1=")) in theory, using advaned data strutures.Here, we present a new (but similar) simple algorithm that runs in O(n+ 1="d�3=2) time. Therunning time an be redued to O((n+ 1="d�2) log(1=")) if eÆient planar-point-loation datastrutures are available.2. The width, i.e., the minimum width over all enlosing slabs (regions between two parallelhyperplanes). Dunan et al. [18℄ have desribed an O(n="(d�1)=2)-time approximation algo-rithm; the tehnique by Barequet and Har-Peled [9℄ an be used in ombination to yield anO(n+1="3(d�1)=2) time bound [14℄. (Slight improvements were known in low dimensions usingmore ompliated data strutures; for example, for d = 3, the author [14℄ and Agarwal et al. [2℄have respetively obtained an O((n+ 1=") log(1=")) and an O(n+ (1=") log2(1=")) bound.)We give a new algorithm that runs in O(n + 1="d�1) time. With advaned data strutures,the running time an in theory be redued to O((n + 1="2) polylog (1=")) for d = 4, and toO((n+ 1="d�2) log(1=")) for d > 4.3. An enlosing ylinder of the minimum radius. Agarwal, Aronov, and Sharir [1℄ gave an O(n="2)-time approximation algorithm for d = 3. The author [14℄ gave an O(n + 1="3(d�1)=2)-timealgorithm for all �xed d (omitting minor theoretial improvements).We improve the time bound to O(n+1="d�1) (again omitting minor theoretial improvements).4. An enlosing spherial shell/annulus (region between two onentri spheres) of the minimumwidth. The author [14℄ was the �rst to obtain linear-time approximation algorithms in all �xeddimensions d � 2. Agarwal, Har-Peled, and Varadarajan [4℄ have given the best time boundfor suÆiently large (but �xed) d: O(n+ 1="3d).We improve their time bound to O(n+ 1="2d), whih beats previous results [14℄ for all d � 4.5. Agarwal, Har-Peled, and Varadarajan [4℄ have also given linear-time approximation algorithmsfor �nding an enlosing ylindrial shell (region between two o-axial ylinders) of the minimumwidth, and various kineti versions of the above problems (approximating the width of a set ofmoving points).We obtain similar improvements for all these problems, by reduing time bounds of the formO(n+ 1=") to O(n+ 1="2=3).6. Agarwal, Har-Peled, and Varadarajan [4℄ have also presented dynami data strutures for theabove approximation problems with polylogarithmi update time. Our results imply smallerdegrees in the polylogarithmi fators.In addition, Agarwal, Har-Peled, and Varadarajan [4℄ have given data strutures that supportinsertions and use remarkably little spae. The need to handle massive data has generated on-siderable attention reently to the data-stream model [24, 25, 29℄, where the input is too big tobe stored, only one pass over the input is possible, and algorithms an maintain only a boundedamount of information at any time. Exat algorithms with sublinear spae are not possible for anyof the above problems, but allowing approximations, Agarwal et al.'s result has demonstrated thatpolylogarithmi spae is suÆient for many geometri optimization problems. For example, for the2



width problem, there is a data stream algorithm that uses O((1="(d�1)=2) logd n) spae and spendsO(1="d�1) amortized time per data point.The remaining question is whether some of the log n fators an be removed, or more boldly,whether onstant spae is possible. For diameter, one of the earlier algorithms [5℄ uses justO(1="(d�1)=2) spae in the data-stream setting (see also [19, 25℄). For the width, no previous al-gorithms yield onstant-spae solutions; the problem is apparently open even in two dimensions, asHershberger and Suri [25℄ only gave bounded-spae results for the ase when the diameter-to-widthratio is bounded. (For more related work, see also [3℄ for multiple-pass algorithms that exploitgraphis hardware, and [15, 19℄ for algorithms under the stronger \sliding-window" model.)In the seond part of the paper, we answer the question in the aÆrmative by obtaining one-pass,data-stream algorithms for all of the above problems using an amount of storage independent of n.For the width and the minimum-radius ylinder problem, for example, in one of our methods, thespae bound is O([(1=") log(1=")℄d�1), the time to proess eah point is just O(1), and an approximateanswer an be reported at any time in O(1="d�1) time. In a re�nement of the method, the spaebound is lowered by a fator of about 1=p", at the expense of a slightly larger update time. (Notethat our results even improve known data strutures [27, 30℄ for approximate two-dimensional widthin the traditional model; these strutures required linear spae and logarithmi insertion time.) Forthe spherial-shell problem, the spae bound is O([(1=") log(1=")℄2d), or smaller by a fator of about1=" in the re�ned version.1.2 The Core-Set FrameworkAn approah to developing approximation algorithms, taken by Barequet and Har-Peled [9℄, Agarwal,Har-Peled, and Varadarjan [4℄ and others, is to identify a onstant-size subset of the input thatapproximates the entire input (as stated in the de�nition below). One suh a subset is found, wean simply return a solution to the subset by a diret algorithm, exat or approximate. This approahhas proved suessful also for high-dimensional geometri problems [7, 8℄, but we fous only on thease of �xed dimensions.De�nition 1.1 Given a one-argument \measure" �(�) that maps every point set to a nonnegativereal number, we say that a subset R � P is an "-ore-set of P if �(P ) � �(R) � (1� ")�(P ).The diameter is relatively easy to approximate in linear time, but problems like the width areless trivial. A key idea behind Agarwal, Har-Peled, and Varadarajan's approah [4℄ is to solve anapparently harder problem (formalized in the next de�nition), namely, to approximate the widthalong all diretions at the same time. The advantage in onsidering this more general problem, aswe will see later, is that we an \streth" (i.e., nonuniformly sale) the point set without a�etingthe quality of the approximation.De�nition 1.2 Given a two-argument measure �(�; �) that maps a point set and a vetor to anonnegative real number, we say that a subset R � P is an "-ore-set of P (over a domain S) if�(P; x) � �(R; x) � (1� ")�(P; x) for all x (in S).For the width problem, the partiular measure of interest is the following:De�nition 1.3 The extent measure is de�ned as w(P; x) = maxp;q2P (p� q) � x (x 2 IRd).3



As it turns out, onsidering the extent measure alone is enough to yield all the results mentioned:Agarwal, Har-Peled, and Varadarjan [4℄ have observed that a ore-set for the extent measure is also aore-set for the width, the minimum-ylinder radius, the minimum bounding-box volume, and otherproblems determined solely by the onvex hull. (Core-sets under the extent measure are also alled"-kernels in their paper.) They have also shown how ore-sets for the extent measure lead to ore-sets for more ompliated measures like the minimum-spherial-shell and minimum-ylindrial-shellwidth, by lifting the given points to a higher dimension.For some of the proofs to ome, it is more onvenient to work with a simpler \one-sided" funtionin plae of the extent:Observation 1.4 De�ne w(P; x) = maxp2P p � x. If R is an "-ore-set of P for the extent measure,then w(R; x) � w(P; x)� "w(P; x) for all x. Conversely, if w(R; x) � w(P; x)� "w(P; x) for all x ina domain S that is symmetri (i.e., S = �S), then R is a (2")-ore-set of P for the extent measureover S.Proof: Both parts follow from the fat thatw(P; x)� w(R; x) = [w(P; x)� w(R; x)℄ + [w(P;�x)� w(R;�x)℄:(Thus, w(P; x)� w(R; x) � "w(P; x) implies w(P; x)� w(R; x) � "w(P; x). Conversely, w(P; x) �w(R; x) � "w(P; x) and w(P;�x)� w(R;�x) � "w(P; x) imply w(P; x)� w(R; x) � 2"w(P; x).) 21.3 The New IdeasThe �rst part of the paper (Setion 2) follows losely the ore-set methods by Agarwal, Har-Peled, andVaradarajan [4℄, although we keep our presentation mostly self-ontained (exept for the referene toa subroutine by Barequet and Har-Peled [9℄). Modulo a simpli�ation in one step of one of Agarwalet al.'s methods, the main new idea is the use of disrete Voronoi diagrams and related onstruts,whih an identify the (exat) nearest neighbors to all grid points for a given grid point set. Thisnotion is di�erent from \approximate Voronoi diagrams" [6, 21℄ and does not seem to have reeivedas muh attention in omputational geometry, although the problem has been onsidered by Breu etal. [12℄ (see also [31℄) and has appliations in image proessing.The seond part of the paper (Setion 3) is mostly independent of the �rst and uses a new ore-set onstrution that works for data streams. Unlike in previous data-stream algorithms suh asAgarwal et al.'s [4℄, whih use a hierarhial merging method (the so-alled \logarithmi method"of Bentley and Saxe [10℄), we suggest a more eÆient, diret method based on a doubling strategy,whih exploits the \monotoniity" of the insertion-only setting and allows the error to be boundedby a geometri series. The main idea an be illustrated by a very simple data-stream algorithmfor the minimum-radius ylinder problem that ahieves a onstant approximation fator, even innon-onstant dimensions.2 Faster Core-Set Construtions2.1 Disrete Upper Envelopes and Disrete Voronoi DiagramsWe begin with the main subroutine that aounts for all the improved results of this setion. Thesubproblem is stated in the theorem below and involves omputing a disrete version of an upper4



envelope of n hyperplanes. We use the following notation in this subsetion: [E℄ denotes the set ofintegers f1; : : : ; Eg (or more generally, E uniformly spaed reals), and pi denotes the i-th oordinateof a given point p.Theorem 2.1 Fix Æ > 0 and suppose EÆ � F � E. Given an n-point set P � [E℄d�1 � IR, we anompute q[�℄ = a point p 2 P that maximizes p1�1 + � � �+ pd�1�d�1 + pdfor every � 2 [F ℄d�1 in total time O(n+ Ed�2F ) or O((n+ Ed�3F 2) logE).In other words, the above theorem lets us evaluate the upper envelope of the hyperplanes of theform f� j �d = p1�1+� � �+pd�1�d�1+pdg at a set of grid points. Dually, this orresponds to omputingthe extreme points of the point set P along various \grid diretions". The trivial algorithm to solvethis problem requires time O(nF d�1), whih ould be as big as O(Ed�1F d�1).Proof: The algorithm proeeds as follows:1. for i 2 [E℄ do2. for �2; : : : ; �d�1 2 [F ℄ do3. r[i; �2; : : : ; �d�1℄ = a point p 2 P with p1 = i thatmaximizes p2�2 + � � �+ pd�1�d�1 + pd4. for �2; : : : ; �d�1 2 [F ℄ do5. for �1 2 [F ℄ do6. q[�1; : : : ; �d�1℄ = a point p 2 fr[i; �2; : : : ; �d�1℄ j i 2 [E℄g thatmaximizes p1�1 + p2�2 + � � �+ pd�1�d�1 + pdCorretness is self-evident: for points p 2 P with the same �rst oordinate, maximizing p1�1 +� � �+ pd�1�d�1 + pd is equivalent to maximizing p2�2 + � � �+ pd�1�d�1 + pd.Observe that for a �xed i 2 [E℄, the loop at lines 2{3 is a (d� 1)-dimensional subproblem of thesame type, on a subset fp 2 P j p1 = ig, say, of size ni. On the other hand, for �xed �2; : : : ; �d�1 2 [F ℄,the loop at lines 5{6 is a 2-dimensional subproblem of the same type on a subset of size E|justthink of p2�2+ � � �+pd�1�d�1+pd olletively as the seond oordinate. We an therefore implementthe above algorithm with a running time upper-bounded by the solution to the following reurrene:Td(n) = EXi=1 Td�1(ni) + F d�2T2(E) +O(EF d�2 + F d�1);where PEi=1 ni = n.The base ase d = 2 an be handled by expliitly onstruting the upper envelope, whih in thedual orresponds to a planar onvex (lower) hull. The �rst oordinates are from [E℄ and an be sortedin O(n+EÆ) time by using a radix-sort with d1=Æe passes [16℄ (where in eah pass, we use a ountingsort to handle integers in the range [EÆ℄). We may remove all but the lowest point on eah vertialgrid line. Graham's san [11℄ an then onstrut the lower hull in linear time. The answers q[x℄ forall x 2 [F ℄ an be omputed by another san. Therefore, T2(n) = O(n+ F ). By indution (and theassumption that F � E), one an show that the above reurrene solves to Td(n) = O(n+ Ed�2F ).5



We an also make d = 3 a base ase by a more ompliated approah: Again, the upper enve-lope an be onstruted expliitly, this time by an O(n logn)-time 3-dimensional onvex hull algo-rithm [11℄. The answer q[x℄ for eah x 2 [F ℄2 an be obtained by a point loation query [11℄. Thisgives T3(n) = O((n + F 2) logn) = O((n + F 2) logE) (sine a naive preproessing an ensure thatn � E2, by removing the lowest point in eah vertial grid line in the dual). The reurrene nowsolves to Td(n) = O((n+Ed�3F 2) logE). 2By the standard lifting map [11℄, Voronoi diagrams of point sets transform to upper envelopesof hyperplanes. Hene, one appliation of Theorem 2.1 is the onstrution of a disrete Voronoidiagram:Corollary 2.2 Given n sites in [E℄k� IRd�k, we an ompute the nearest neighbor to eah grid pointin [F ℄k � f0gd�k in total time O(n+ Ek�1F ) or O((n+ Ek�2F 2) logE).In partiular, given n sites in [E℄d, we an ompute the nearest neighbor to eah grid point in[E℄d in total time O(Ed).Proof: Given � 2 [F ℄k �f0gd�k , a point p 2 P minimizing kp� �k maximizes 2p1�1+ � � �+2pk�k �kpk2, so the �rst part is an speial ase of the theorem in dimension k + 1. The seond part is afurther speial ase with k = d and F = E (where the simpler Graham-san version suÆes). 2The seond part of the orollary was originally obtained by Breu et al. [12℄ for d = 2. The problemarises from image-proessing appliations, spei�ally in the omputation of the Eulidean distanetransform (the identi�ation of the nearest neighbor to eah pixel). Our algorithm is similar toBreu et al.'s seond algorithm [12℄, although their desription appears longer and does not expliitlyinvoke Graham's san. They also mentioned that their algorithm an be generalized to any �xeddimension d, although details were not given.The dimension-reursion approah behind our algorithm is also similar to some of the author'sapproximation algorithms for the diameter problem [14℄ (spei�ally, the fourth and the �fth algo-rithm).2.2 Warm-Up: DiameterWe now demonstrate the usefulness of Theorem 2.1 in the design of geometri approximation algo-rithms by onsidering the diameter problem. The algorithm we use is essentially the same as thethird diameter algorithm in [14℄: the idea is to round both the input points and the spae of alldiretions.As is well-known, one an generate a small set of vetors that approximate all diretions well.A partiular, simple onstrution is desribed in the observation below; here, an "-grid refers to auniform grid, where the diameter of eah grid ell is ".Observation 2.3 Suppose we have a box B ontaining the origin o, where the boundary �B is ofdistane at least 1 from o. Given an "-grid over �B, for any vetor x, there exists a grid point �suh that the angle 6 (�; x) between �!o� and x is at most aros(1� "2=8) = O(").Proof: By saling, we may assume that x 2 �B. There exists a grid point � with k� � xk � "=2,implying that 2� � x � k�k2 + kxk2 � "2=4 � 2k�k kxk � "2=4 � 2k�k kxk(1� "2=8). Theobservation follows beause os 6 (�; x) = � � x=k�k kxk. 26



Reall that a number is a (1+")-fator approximation of another number if the ratio of the largerto the smaller number is at most 1 + ".Theorem 2.4 The diameter of n points in IRd an be approximated to within a fator of 1 + " inO(n+ 1="d�3=2) or O((n+ 1="d�2) log(1=")) time.Proof: Let P be the given point set. We �rst ompute a onstant-fator approximation � of thediameter in linear time: for example, say o 2 P (by translation) and let v be the farthest pointfrom o; then the diameter is between kvk and 2kvk.The rest of the algorithm is as follows:1. round eah p 2 P to a point p0 on an ("�)-grid2. let � be the points of a p"-grid over �[�1; 1℄d3. return the farthest pair among f(p�; q�)g�2�, where p�; q� 2 P maximize (p0� � q0�) � �The running time is dominated by that of line 3. Observe that this step (maximizing p0 � � andminimizing q0 � � for eah point � on 2d grids of dimension d � 1) redues preisely to the disreteenvelope problem in Theorem 2.1. Here, E = O(1=") and F = O(1=p"), so the laimed time boundsfollow.For the analysis, take any pair p; q 2 P . By Observation 2.3, there is a grid point � 2 � with6 (�; p0 � q0) � aros(1� "=8). Then(p0� � q0�) � � � (p0 � q0) � � =) kp0� � q0�k k�k � kp0 � q0k k�k(1� "=8)=) kp� � q�k+ "� � (kp� qk � "�)(1� "=8):(The �rst impliation is due to the Cauhy-Shwarz inequality. The last impliation follows beauseby de�nition of rounding, kp� p0k � "�=2 for every p 2 P .)Thus, max�2� kp� � q�k approximates � = maxp;q2P kp� qk to within a fator of 1 +O("). (Byreadjusting " by a onstant fator, we an ensure that the approximation fator is 1 + ".) 22.3 First MethodNaive rounding would not work for other problems like the width. In this subsetion, we follow thegeneral approah of Agarwal, Har-Peled, and Varadarajan [4℄ and disuss how to �nd ore-sets of thegiven point set under the extent measure; this will automatially lead to approximation algorithmsfor a variety of geometri problems, inluding the width.The algorithm below is essentially the same as one of Agarwal et al.; they have proved thefollowing theorem with a weaker O(n+1="2(d�1)) running time. The idea is to streth the given pointset to make it \fat"; afterwards, the grid-rounding strategy an be applied in the same manner as inour earlier diameter algorithm. We observe that Theorem 2.1 an again speed up the omputation.Theorem 2.5 Consider the extent measure w(�; �). Given an n-point set in IRd, we an onstrut apartition of IRd into O(1="d�1) regions and an "-ore-set of size O(1) over eah region, in total timeO(n+ 1="d�1). 7



Proof: We �rst ompute a onstant-fator approximation B of the minimum-volume bounding boxin linear time by a method of Barequet and Har-Peled [9℄. In their onstrution, B ontains thegiven point set P , and onversely, the onvex hull of P ontains a translated opy of B for someonstant  > 0 (depending on d). By applying a translation, we may assume that B is enteredat o. By applying a linear transformation, we may assume that B = [�1; 1℄d. To see why ore-sets are preserved under linear transformations, observe that if M(R) is an "-ore-set of M(P )over a region � for a non-singular matrix M , then R is an "-ore-set of P over MT (�) (beauseM(r) � x � (1� ")M(p) � x is equivalent to r �MT (x) � (1� ")p �MT (x)).Thus, we may assume that P � [�1; 1℄d and that the onvex hull of P ontains a hyperube ofside length 2. In partiular, w(P; x) � 2 for all unit vetors x. The rest of the algorithm is asfollows: 1. round eah p 2 P to a point p0 on an "-grid over [�1; 1℄d2. let � be all ell enters of an "-grid over �[�1; 1℄d3. return regions fS�g�2� and subsets of size 2 ffp�; q�gg�2�where S� is the one with apex at o through the ell entered at � andp�; q� 2 P maximize (p0� � q0�) � �Line 3 (the omputation of the p�'s and q� 's) an be handled by a disrete envelope (Theorem 2.1)as before, this time with both E; F = O(1="), in O(n+ 1="d�1) time.For the analysis, �x a vetor x 2 �[�1; 1℄d lying in S�. Take any pair p; q 2 P . Sine k��xk � "=2and kp0� � q0�k; kp0� q0k � 2pd,(p0� � q0�) � � � (p0 � q0) � � =) (p0� � q0�) � x+pd" � (p0 � q0) � x� pd"=) (p� � q�) � x+ 2pd" � (p� q) � x� 2pd":(The last inequality follows beause by de�nition of rounding, kp� p0k � "=2 for every p 2 P , andbeause kxk � pd.)Thus, w(fp�; q�g; x) and w(P; x) di�er by at most an O(") additive error. Sine w(P; x) is lower-bounded by a onstant 2 for all x 2 �[�1; 1℄d, the relative error is also O("). Therefore, fp�; q�g isan O(")-ore-set over S� \ �[�1; 1℄d, and by saling, over all of S�. 22.4 Seond MethodAgarwal et al. [4℄ have proposed another way to approximate the extent measure, using a singleore-set of a smaller total size|O(1="(d�1)=2) instead of O(1="d�1). This gives better results forsome problems. The approah is based on the ideas of Dudley [17℄ and Bronshteyn and Ivanov [13℄.The running time for the onstrution is O(n + 1="3(d�1)=2). We again show how to improve therunning time using Theorem 2.1 or Corollary 2.2. In order to aomplish this, we need to simplifyone step of Agarwal et al.'s method; inidentally, our analysis is also simpler.Theorem 2.6 Given an n-point set in IRd, we an onstrut an "-ore-set of size O(1="(d�1)=2) forthe extent measure in O(n+ 1="d�3=2) or O((n+ 1="d�2) log(1=")) time.Proof: Following the proof of Theorem 2.5, we invoke Barequet and Har-Peled's bounding boxmethod and apply a linear transformation so that the point set P is inside [�1; 1℄d and w(P; x) � 2for all unit vetors x. The algorithm then proeeds as follows:8



1. round eah p 2 P to a point p0 on an "-grid over [�1; 1℄d2. let � be the points of a p"-grid over �[�2; 2℄d3. return R = fp�g�2�, where p� 2 P minimizes kp0� � �kLine 3 (the omputation of nearest neighbors to the grid points in �) an be handled by 2ddisrete Voronoi diagrams (Corollary 2.2), with k = d� 1, E = O(1="), and F = O(1=p"), yieldingthe laimed time bounds.For the analysis, take any unit vetor x 2 IRd and point p 2 P . By applying Observation 2.3with the origin shifted to p0 (whih has distane at least 1 from �[�2; 2℄d), there is a point � 2 �suh that 6 (� � p0; x) � aros(1� "=8). Thenk� � p0�k � k� � p0k =) (� � p0�) � x � (� � p0) � x=(1� "=8)=) (� � p0�) � x� 3pd"=8 � (� � p0) � x (sine k� � p0�k � 3pd)=) p� � x+ "=2 + 3pd"=8 � p � x� "=2:(The last inequality follows beause by de�nition of rounding, kp� p0k � "=2 for every p 2 P , andbeause kxk = 1.)So, w(R; x) = max�2� p� � x and w(P; x) = maxp2P p � x di�er by at most an O(") additive error,and so do w(R; x) and w(P; x), by Observation 1.4. Sine w(P; x) is lower-bounded by a onstantfor all unit vetors, R is an O(")-ore-set over all unit vetors, and by saling, over all of IRd. 2Our simpli�ation omes from line 3: in Agarwal et al.'s original algorithm [4℄, we �nd foreah � 2 � the nearest neighbor to the onvex hull boundary of the rounded points. (Suh aomputation would require generalized linear programming.) In a very reent paper, Yu et al. [32℄have independently made a similar observation.2.5 Appliations and RemarksWe now indiate how Theorems 2.5 and 2.6 an be used to solve the spei� geometri optimizationproblems mentioned in the introdution.The anonial example is the width problem (item 2 in Setion 1.1). We an apply the �rst method(Theorem 2.5) to obtain an approximation of the funtion w(P; x) in the variable x by a funtion ofO(1="d�1) overall omplexity. Sine the width of P is the minimum of w(P; x) over all unit vetors x,an approximate answer an be omputed in O(n + 1="d�1) time. Alternatively, we an apply theseond method (Theorem 2.6) to get a single "-ore set R of O(1="(d�1)=2) size for the extent measure,and then invoke Dunan et al.'s approximation algorithm [18℄ to R. The author [14℄ noted that withknown data strutures for linear programming queries, Dunan et al.'s algorithm on jRj pointsrequires time O(jRj log(1=") + (jRj="(d�1)=2)1�1=(bd=2+1) polylog (1=") + (1="(d�1)=2) polylog (1=")).This expression is less than O(1="d�2) for d > 4, so the total time is within O((n+1="d�2) log(1="))for d > 4.Sine an "-ore-set under the extent measure is also an O(")-ore-set under the minimum-ylinderradius, we an also solve this problem (item 3) by applying the seond method (Theorem 2.6) toobtain a ore set R and invoking the author's approximate minimum-ylinder algorithm on R, whihruns in O((1="(d�1)=2jRj) time [14℄. The overall running time is O(n + 1="d�1) (whih an also bemarginally improved with advaned data strutures).9



Other problems (items 4 and 5) an be solved by taking appropriate lifting maps (via the so-alledlinearization tehnique), as desribed by Agarwal, Har-Peled, and Varadarjan [4℄. For example, forthe spherial-shell problem, we want the minimum of the funtion f(P; x) = maxp;q2P (kx � pk �kx � qk) over all x 2 IRd. The related funtion g(P; x) = maxp;q2P (kx � pk2 � kx � qk2) =maxp;q2P (�2(p�q) �x+kpk2+kqk2) is essentially the extent measure of a (d+1)-dimensional pointset. Agarwal et al. have shown that an O("2)-ore-set for g is an O(")-ore-set for f . Thus, we anapply the �rst method (Theorem 2.5) to approximate the funtion f(P; x) by a funtion of overallomplexity O((1="2)d), and thus solve the problem in O(n+ 1="2d) time.We leave open the question of whether the running time in Theorem 2.6 an be improved further,or whether a bound ofO(n+1="d�) for some absolute onstant  is the best one an hope for. It wouldalso be interesting to see how well our new diameter algorithm ompetes with the experimentallyeÆient algorithms by Har-Peled [20℄ and Malandain and Boissonnat [28℄ in pratie.3 Data-Stream Algorithms3.1 Warm-Up: Constant Fator for Minimum CylinderWe now onsider algorithms under the data-stream model. To illustrate the main diÆulties, westart with the minimum-radius ylinder problem (whih inludes two-dimensional width as a speialase) and onsider onstant-fator approximation algorithms �rst.There is a very simple onstant-fator algorithm, noted by Agarwal, Aronov, and Sharir [1℄ (latergeneralized by Barequet and Har-Peled [9℄ and Har-Peled and Varadarajan [22℄). The algorithm justpiks an arbitrary input point, say, the origin o (without loss of generality), then �nds the farthestpoint v to o, and returns the farthest distane to the line  !ov .Let Rad(P ) denote the minimum radius of all ylinders enlosing P , and let d(p; `) denote thedistane between point p and line `. The following observation immediately implies an upper boundof 4 on the approximation fator for the above algorithm (sine kpk � kvk for all input points p).Observation 3.1 d(p; !ov ) � 2�kpkkvk + 1�Rad(fo; v; pg):Proof: In the triangle 4ovp, onstrut the altitudes h1; h2; h3 at the respetive bases ov, op, andpv. Sine h1kvk = h2kpk = h3kp� vk and h1 = d(p; !ov ),2 Rad(fo; v; pg) = minfh1; h2; h3g = h1min�1; kvkkpk ; kvkkp� vk� � d(p; !ov )� kvkkpk+ kvk� : 2Unfortunately, the above algorithm requires two passes, one to �nd the farthest neighbor v to o,and one to �nd the farthest distane to  !ov . Nevertheless, we show that a variant of this algorithm,whih maintains an approximate andidate for v on-line, an be made to work in the data-streamsetting, albeit with a larger approximation fator:Theorem 3.2 Given a stream of points in IRd (where d is not neessarily a onstant), we anmaintain a fator-18 approximation of the minimum radius over all enlosing ylinders, in a singlepass, with O(d) spae and update time. 10



Proof: Initially, set o and v to be the �rst two points, and w = 0. Our algorithm for proessing anew point p is remarkably simple:insert(p):1. w = maxfw;Rad(fo; v; pg)g2. if kpk > 2kvk then v = pIn the following analysis, wf and vf refer to the �nal values of w and v, and vi refers to the valueof v after its i-th hange. Note the ruial doubling property: kvik > 2kvi�1k for all i.Fix a point q 2 P , where P denotes the entire input point set. Suppose that v = vj just after qis inserted. Note that kqk � 2kvjk. By Observation 3.1, d(q; !ovj ) � 2(2 + 1)Rad(fo; vj; qg) � 6wf .For i > j, we have d(q; !ovi ) � d(q;  !ovi�1) + d(q̂; !ovi ), where q̂ is the orthogonal projetion ofq to  !ovi�1. By similarity of triangles and Observation 3.1, d(q̂; !ovi ) = (kq̂k=kvi�1k)d(vi�1; !ovi) �(kq̂k=kvi�1k)2(1=2+ 1)Rad(fo; vi�1; vig) � (kqk=kvi�1k)3wf . Therefore,d(q; !ovi ) � d(q;  !ovi�1) + kqkkvi�1k3wf :Expanding the reurrene, we get a geometri series due to the doubling property:d(q; !ovf) � d(q; !ovj ) + kqkkvjk �1 + 12 + 14 + � � �� 3wf � 6wf + 2(2)3wf = 18wf :Thus, all points lie within a ylinder of radius 18wf , i.e., wf � Rad(P ) � 18wf . 2In the appendix, we mention an improvement of the approximation fator, by amodi�ed algorithmthat also works in non-onstant dimensions.3.2 The General MethodIn this subsetion, we not only further improve the approximation fator to 1 + " for the ylinderproblem in �xed dimensions, but also solve the more general problem of omputing ore-sets. Ournew method is \struturally" similar but involves more steps. The \easy" ase is when kpk � 2kvk.The kpk > 2kvk ase requires hanging the referene line  !ov , but as in the previous proof, we anshow that somehow the error does not aumulate by muh.We desribe the method indutively; this allows us to redue the easy ase diretly to the problemin one dimension lower by a simple rounding idea.Lemma 3.3 Consider the extent measure. Suppose there is a data-stream algorithm for maintainingan "-ore-set in IRd�1 using Sd�1(") spae and O(1) amortized time. Then there is a data-streamalgorithm for maintaining an "-ore-set of a point set P in IRd using O((1=")Sd�1(")) spae andO(1) amortized time, under the speial ase when the �rst two input points are o and v, and all otherpoints are within distane 2kvk from o.Proof: We initialize by forming O(1=") hyperplanes fhigi, perpendiular to  !ov , at distanes0;�"kvk;�2"kvk; : : : ;�2kvk from o. We reursively maintain an "-ore-set R0i for a (d � 1)-dimensional stream P 0i of points inside eah hi. Given a funtion P 0i :insert(p) that an insert apoint p to the stream Pi and return its ore-set R0i in d � 1 dimensions, we an design a funtionP:insert-speial(p) that inserts a point p to the stream P and returns its ore-set R as follows:11



P .insert-speial(p):1. let p0 be the orthogonal projetion of p to its nearest hyperplane hj2. R0j = P 0j .insert(p0)3. return R = fo; vg [ fr j r0 2 R0igNote that in line 3, we do not need to reompute R from srath every time; rather, we updateR, knowing the hanges that our to R0j in line 2.For the analysis, observe that for every p 2 P and vetor x,j(p0� p) � xj � "jv � xj=2 � "w(P; x)=2: (1)Consider any point p 2 P . Say p0 2 P 0i . Sine R0i is an "-ore-set of P 0i , by Observation 1.4 thereexists a point r0 2 R0i suh thatr0 � x � p0 � x� "w(P 0i ; x) =) r � x+ "w(P; x)=2 � p � x� "w(P; x)=2� "[w(P; x) + "w(P; x)℄;beause of (1) (used four times). So, w(R; x) and w(P; x) di�er by at most O(")w(P; x). By Obser-vation 1.4 again, R is an O(")-ore-set of P . 2Note that repeated appliations of the above lemma give us another stati algorithm to onstruta ore-set, of size O(1="d�1), under the traditional model (sine we an hoose v to be the globalfarthest point from o to satisfy the assumption). This ore-set algorithm is more self-ontained thanAgarwal, Har-Peled, and Varadarajan's (see Setion 2.3), as Barequet and Har-Peled's subroutine [9℄is not expliitly alled. (This dimension-reursion approah is perhaps more reminisent of theore-set algorithm by Har-Peled and Wang [23℄ in dual spae.)We are now ready to present our main result for data streams:Theorem 3.4 Given a stream of points in IRd, we an maintain an "-ore-set for the extent measure,in a single pass, using O([(1=") log(1=")℄d�1) spae and O(1) amortized time.Proof: Set b = dlog2(1=")e. The proof is by indution in the dimension (the base ase d = 1 istrivial). The idea is to maintain an "-ore-set R(i) of the urrent subset P (i) by invoking Lemma 3.3,until the distane onstraint is violated, in whih ase, we build a new subset. To ensure that nottoo many subsets are in existene, we merge old subsets together; it turns out that beause the oldpoints are lose to the origin, they an be \rounded" to form a (d� 1)-dimensional point set P 0old,whose ore-set R0old an be maintained reursively. The preise details are given in the pseudoodebelow (where initially i = 1, the �rst two input points are o and v1, and �0 is an arbitrary hyperplane,whih will ontain P 0old):
12



q�i�1(p)�i�2 �i�i�1�i(q) �i Æ �i�1(p)p�i�1 Æ �i(q) oFigure 1: The projetions �i and �i.P .insert(p):1. if kpk � 2kvik then2. R(i) = P (i).insert-speial(p)3. else f4. i = i+ 1, vi = p, and initialize P (i) = fo; vig5. let �i be the hyperplane through o perpendiular to  !ovi and�i denote the projetion to �i�1 parallel to the diretion  !ovi6. for eah q 2 R(i�b) do f7. q0 = �1 Æ � � � Æ �i(q)8. R0old = P 0old.insert(q0)gg9. return R = R(i�b+1) [ � � � [ R(i) [ fr j r0 2 R0oldgNotie that at any time, only b ore-setsR(i�b+1); : : : ; R(i) are ative; earlier ones an be disarded.Also, the projetive maps �i need not be stored individually; rather, a single matrix representing�1 Æ � � � Æ�i an be maintained. The spae usage therefore does not grow and is bounded by Sd(") =O((1=")Sd�1(") log(1=")). Note that in line 9, we do not need to reompute R from srath in line 3,but rather update R, knowing the hanges that our to R(i) in line 2 or R0old in line 8. The amortizedtime omplexity (and number of hanges to R) is O(1), beause eah point is inserted to one of theP (i)'s one, and then to P 0old at most one.In the following analysis, let f denote the �nal value of i, let �i denote the orthogonal projetionto �i, and let M = �f Æ � � � Æ �1. Note that �i and �i are weak \inverses", in the sense that�i Æ � � � Æ �1 Æ �1 Æ � � ��i = �i. (See Figure 1.)For every point q and vetor x, letting q̂ denote the orthogonal projetion of q to  !ovi , we havej(�i(q)� q) � xj = kq̂kkvikjvi � xj � kqkkvikw(P; x): (2)Now onsider an arbitrary point q0 2 P 0old. Say q 2 R(j�b). Then kqk � 2kvj�bk � 21�bkvjk, dueto the doubling property. Sine q0 = �1 Æ � � � Æ �j(q), the weak-inverse relationship between the �i'sand �i's implies that M(q0) = �f Æ � � � Æ �j(q). If we sum up (2) over i = j; : : : ; f with q replaed by13



�i�1 Æ � � � Æ �j(q) (whose norm does not exeed kqk), the left-hand side telesopes and the right-handside is upper-bounded by a geometri series due to the doubling property:j(M(q0)� q) � xj � kqkkvjk �1 + 12 + 14 + � � ��w(P; x) � 21�b(2)w(P; x) � 4"w(P; x): (3)Consider any point p 2 P . Say p 2 P (i). Sine R(i) is an "-ore set of P (i), by Observation 1.4,there exists a point q 2 R(i) suh that q � x � p � x � "w(P; x). If i > f � b, then set r = q 2 R.Otherwise, q0 2 P 0old; sine R0old is an "-ore-set of P 0old, M(R0old) is an "-ore-set of M(P 0old), so byObservation 1.4, there exists a point r 2 R, with r0 2 R0old, suh thatM(r0)�x � M(q0)�x�"w(M(P 0old); x) =) r�x+4"w(P; x) � q�x�4"w(P; x)�"[w(P; x)+8"w(P; x)℄;beause of (3) (used four times). In any ase, we have r � x � p � x � O(")w(P; x). So, w(R; x) andw(P; x) di�er by at most O(")w(P; x), and by Observation 1.4, R is an O(")-ore-set of P . 2An appealing feature of the above theorem is that the amortized insertion time is O(1), regardlessof ". This time bound an be made worst-ase by simple modi�ations: instead of transferring allpoints in R(i�b) to P 0old at the same time during a single insertion (lines 6{8), we spread out the workover all insertions. (The straightfoward details are omitted; roughly, we an maintain a superset Sof R(i�b+1) [ � � � [R(i), where the size of S is kept below or at C(1=")Sd�1(") log(1=") for a suitableonstant C; eah time the limit is exeeded, we an transfer the oldest point of S to P 0old.)3.3 Re�nement in Two DimensionsIn this subsetion, we desribe a slight improvement of the spae bound in Theorem 3.4. We beginin dimension d = 2 with a very speial ase that an atually be solved by the ore-set method fromSetion 2.4.Lemma 3.5 There is a data-stream algorithm for maintaining an "-ore-set of a point set P in IR2for the extent measure using O(1=p") spae and time, under the speial ase when the �rst threeinput points are o, v, and u, all points are within distane 2kvk from o, and all points are withindistane 2d(u; !ov ) from  !ov .Proof: Let L = kvk and W = d(u; !ov ). We use the algorithm from Theorem 2.6. The mainobservation is that under the assumption of this lemma, Barequet and Har-Peled's bounding box [9℄need not be hanged as points are inserted. More preisely, �x B to be the box of length 4L andwidth 4W entered at o, with the longer sides parallel to  !ov . Then B ontains the entire pointset P , and at the same time, the triangle 4ovu (and thus the onvex hull of P ) ontains a translatedopy of (1=16)B (see Figure 2).Sine the bounding box is �xed, so is the transformation used to make P fat. In the algorithmfrom Theorem 2.6, the nearest neighbor to eah grid point in � an be trivially maintained in O(1)time as points are inserted (without disrete Voronoi diagrams). With O(1=p") grid points in �,the laimed spae and time bounds follow. 2We now give an improvement of Lemma 3.3 in the two-dimensional ase, reduing the spaebound from O(1=") to O((1=p") log(1=")). 14



� W=43L=4� 3L vWu L=4oFigure 2: 4ovu ontains a box of length L=4 and width W=4. (The easier ase when 6 uov < �=2 isomitted.)Lemma 3.6 There is a data-stream algorithm for maintaining an "-ore-set of a point set P inIR2 for the extent measure using O((1=p") log(1=")) spae and O(1=p") amortized time, under thespeial ase when the �rst two input points are o and v, and all points are within distane 2kvkfrom o.Proof: Set b = dlog2(1=")e. We use a method similar to (but a little simpler than) the methodin Theorem 3.4. This time, we maintain an "-ore-set R(i) of the urrent subset P (i) by usingLemma 3.5, with a proedure named \insert-very-speial()", until the distane-to-line onstraint isviolated, in whih ase we build a new subset. Points in old subsets are \rounded" to the line  !ov toform a one-dimensional point set P 0old. A 0-ore-set R0old of P 0old (onsisting of just the minimum andmaximum element) an be trivially maintained. The pseudoode is as follows (where initially i = 1,the �rst three input points are o, v, and u1):P .insert-speial(p):1. if d(p; !ov ) � 2d(ui; !ov ) then2. R(i) = P (i).insert-very-speial(p)3. else f4. i = i+ 1, ui = p, and initialize P (i) = fo; v; uig5. for eah q 2 R(i�b) do f6. let q0 denote the projetion of q to  !ov7. R0old = P 0old.insert(q0)gg8. return R = R(i�b+1) [ � � � [ R(i) [ fr j r0 2 R0oldgAt any time, only the last b ore-sets R(i�b+1); : : : ; R(i) need to be stored, so the spae omplexityis O((1=p") log(1=")).Consider an arbitrary point q0 2 P 0old and a unit vetor x. Say q 2 R(j�b). Then d(q; !ov) � 2d(uj�b; !ov ) � 21�bd(uj; !ov ). By Observation 3.1, d(uj ; !ov ) � 2(2 + 1)Rad(fo; v; ujg) �3Width(P ), where Width(P ) denote the width of the two-dimensional point set P . So,j(q � q0) � xj � kq � q0k = d(q; !ov ) � 21�b(3)w(P; x) � 6"w(P; x): (4)Consider any point p 2 P . Say p 2 P (i). Sine R(i) is an "-ore set of P (i), by Observation 1.4,there exists a point q 2 R(i) suh that q � x � p � x � "w(P; x). If i > f � b (where f denotes15



the last index), then set r = q 2 R. Otherwise, q0 2 P 0old, so r0 � x � q0 � x for one of the twopoints r 2 R with r0 2 R0old. Thus, by (4), r � x + 6"w(P; x) � q � x � 6"w(P; x). In any ase,we have r � x � p � x � O(")w(P; x). So, w(R; x) and w(P; x) di�er by at most O(")w(P; x), and byObservation 1.4, R is an O(")-ore-set of P . 2By replaing Lemma 3.3 with the new lemma in the proof of Theorem 3.4, we an now redue thespae bound for the general two-dimensional problem from O((1=") log(1=")) to O((1=p") log2(1=")).Using this better base ase in Theorem 3.4, we get the following result:Theorem 3.7 Given a stream of points in IRd, we an maintain an "-ore-set for the extent measure,in a single pass, using O((1="d�3=2) logd(1=")) spae and O(1=p") amortized time.3.4 Appliations and RemarksThe data-stream results mentioned in the introdution, on the width, minimum-radius ylinder,minimum-width annulus, et. follow immediately by applying Theorem 3.4 or Theorem 3.7 andrunning our best approximation algorithms on the ore-set, as in Setion 2.5.The size of the ore-set is O([(1=") log(1=")℄d�1) in Theorem 3.4 or O((1="d�3=2) logd(1=")) inTheorem 3.7, but if needed, it an be redued to O(1="(d�1)=2) by omputing a ore-set of theore-set by Theorem 2.6, at the expense of inreasing the time bound to O([(1=") log(1=")℄d�1) orO(1="d�3=2 logd(1=")).We leave open the question of whether further re�nements an bring the spae bound down tonear O(1="(d�1)=2).A Appendix: High-Dimensional Cylinder RevisitedWe reonsider the onstant-fator data-stream algorithm for the minimum-radius ylinder problemfrom Setion 3.1 and desribe a modi�ation that redues the approximation fator from 18 toaround 5. Despite the stronger results from Setion 3.2 in �xed dimensions, these onstant-fatoralgorithms are worthy of study beause they work well even in high dimensions (in ontrast to allother algorithms from this paper, whih have exponential dependene on d regardless of ").We begin with some observations:Observation A.1 Given n vetors in Eulidean spae of any dimension, if the angle between everypair of vetors exeeds �=2 + Æ, then n = O(1=Æ).Proof: Without loss of generality, assume that the given vetors v1; : : : ; vn are unit vetors. Then0 �  nXi=1 vi2 = n + 2 X1�i<j�n vi � vj � n + n(n� 1) os(�=2 + Æ) = n[1� (n� 1) sin Æ℄;implying that n � 1 + 1= sin Æ. 2Observation A.2 Let d(p;�!ov ) denote the distane of p to the ray �!ov . If kpk � (1 + Æ)kvk and6 pov � �=2 + Æ, thend(p;�!ov ) � (2 + O(Æ))Rad(fo; v; pg) or kpk � (2p2 +O(Æ))Rad(fo; v; pg):16



Proof: Consider triangle 4ovp and its altitudes h1, h2, and h3 at bases ov, op, and pv. If op or ovis the longest side, then2Rad(fo; v; pg) = ( h1 = d(p;�!ov ) if kvk � kpkh2 = kvkkpkh1 � 11+Æd(p;�!ov ) if kpk � kvk:If pv is the longest side, then beause 6 pov � �=2 + Æ, we have only two subases:2Rad(fo; v; pg) = h3 = 8<: kpk sin 6 p � kpkp2+O(Æ) if 6 p � �=4� Æ=2kvk sin 6 v � kpk(1+Æ)(p2+O(Æ)) if 6 v � �=4� Æ=2;sine sin(�=4� Æ=2) � 1=p2� O(Æ). 2We now improve the algorithm from Theorem 3.2. The main new ideas are to (i) use a di�erentmultiplier rather than doubling and (ii) maintain a larger subset V of points rather than just twopoints.Theorem A.3 Fix a onstant Æ > 0. Given a stream of points in IRd (where d is not neessarily aonstant), we an maintain a fator-(5+ Æ) approximation of the minimum radius over all enlosingylinders, in a single pass, with O(d) spae.Proof: The modi�ed algorithm is as follows (initially, V = ;, w = 0, and the �rst input point is o):insert(p):1. w = maxfw; Rad(V [ fo; pg)g2. if for all v 2 V , kpk > (1 + Æ)kvk or 6 pov > �=2 + Æ then f3. insert p to V4. remove all points v from V suh that kvk � Ækpk and 6 pov � �=2 + ÆgTo analyze the spae omplexity, de�ne the index of a point v to be the number �log1+Æ kvk�.Note that if two points u; v 2 V have the same index, then 6 uov > �=2+ Æ (if not, one of the pointswould not be inserted to V ). Also note that if two points u; v 2 V have indies di�ering by more thanb := �log1+Æ(1=Æ)�, then 6 uov > �=2 + Æ (if not, one of the points would not be inserted or wouldbe removed from V ). By Observation A.1, there are at most O(1=Æ) points in V with indies fromeah equivalent lass modulo b+ 1. Thus, the total number of points in V at any time is boundedby O(b=Æ), a onstant independent of the dimension.To analyze the approximation fator, let wf and Vf denote the �nal values of w and V . Fixa point q 2 P , where P denotes the entire point set. Construt a sequene of points v0; v1; : : : asfollows.During the insertion of q, if q is inserted to V , set v0 = q. Otherwise, let v0 2 V be suh thatkqk � (1 + Æ)kv0k and 6 qov0 � �=2 + Æ. By Observation A.2, we have d(q; �!ov0) � (2 + O(Æ))wf orkqk � (2p2 + O(Æ))wf .For i > 0, de�ne vi to be the point that is inserted to V during the iteration when vi�1 isremoved. Note that kvi�1k � Ækvik and 6 vi�1ovi � �=2 + Æ. As in the previous analysis, we haved(q;�!ovi) � d(q; �!ovi�1) + d(q̂;�!ovi), where q̂ is the losest point on �!ovi�1 from q. By similarity of17
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